STATS FOR THE RUN

- **Distance**: 2.05 miles
- **Blue Lights**: 17
- **Elevation**: 101 foot gain
- **Walking Steps**: ~10,584 steps (depending on stride length)
- **Running Steps**: ~5,458 steps
- **Stairs**: 64 steps up stairs
- **Est. Run Time**: ~18 min
- **Est. Walk Time**: ~35 min

**Picture of Us**

Caleb Handolescu
Taylor Parcells
Andrew Huynh
Robert Turnbull
Jacob Ritter

**STATUE RUN**

Enjoy running while seeing beautiful works of art all around our campus
STATUES ON THIS RUN

Track
Tennis
Fretwell
Eagle
Self-made Man
Waterharpe
Fountain
Norm The Niner
Rowe
Smith
Atkins
Memorial